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transition function that varies the transition rank over time

without any change in ranking factors associated with the
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second rank associated with the document, where the second

RANKING DOCUMENTS
RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a Continuation of U.S. application Ser.

5

No. 11/170,786 filed Jun. 30, 2005, the entire disclosure of

which is incorporated herein by reference.

rank is different from the first rank; determining a transition
rank associated with the document during a transition period
from the first rank to the second rank; and making the transi
tion rank available during the transition period.
According to another aspect, a method may include deter
mining a first rank associated with a document; determining a
second rank associated with the document, where the second

BACKGROUND
10

1. Field of the Invention

rank is different from the first rank; and changing, during a
transition period that occurs during a transition from the first
rank to the second rank, a transition rank associated with the

Implementations described herein relate generally to infor
mation retrieval and, more particularly, to the ranking of

transition rank over time without any change in ranking fac

documents.

tors associated with the document.

2. Description of Related Art
The World Wide Web (“web”) contains a vast amount of
information that is ever-changing. Existing search engines
attempt to rank this information in a meaningful way so that
they can provide high quality search results. It is beneficial for
information providers (e.g., web marketers and web site
designers) to have their information (or their customers
information) ranked higher by the search engines.
Rank-modifying spamming techniques, such as index and
link spamming, include a set of techniques by which infor
mation providers attempt to fool a search engine into ranking
their information (or their customers information) at or near
the top of the list of search results. Some of the techniques
used by rank-modifying spammers include keyword stuffing,
invisible text, tiny text, page redirects, META tags stuffing,
and link-based manipulation.
Keyword stuffing involves the repeated use of a word (and
more likely a set of words) within a page to increase its
frequency on the page and, thereby, make the page appear
very relevant to a search relating to the word. Invisible text
includes keywords inserted in a page, where the text of the
keywords is the same color as the background of the page.
Tiny text involves the use of keywords in very small text
within a page. Invisible text and tiny text attempt to make a
page appear relevant for a wide range of search queries even
though the content of the page is not very relevant, or irrel
evant, to the search queries.
Page redirects involves the use of a first page with code to
automatically redirect the user to a second page that typically
has nothing to do with the search query the user provided. The
first page typically uses another spamming technique to make
the first page appear relevant for a wide range of search
queries. META tags stuffing involves the use of a large set of
keywords in the META tags on a page, where the keywords
typically do not relate to the content of the page. META tags
stuffing attempts to make the page appear relevant for a wide
range of search queries even though the content of the page is
not very relevant, or irrelevant, to the search queries.
Link-based manipulation may include the creation or
manipulation of a first document or a set of first documents to
include a link or a number of links to a second document in an

attempt to increase the rank of the second document. Some
existing search engines determine the rank of a document
based on the number or quality of the links that point to the
document. A link farm is an example of a link-based manipu
lation technique.
Such manipulation of search results degrades the quality of
the search results provided by existing search engines.

document based on a rank transition function that varies the
15

sition from a first rank to a second rank; instructions for

selecting a rank transition function of a plurality of rank
transition functions to be associated with the document;

instructions for determining a rank associated with the docu
ment for a transition period as the rank transitions from the
first rank to the second rank based on the selected rank tran
25

sition function; and instructions for publishing the rank a
plurality of times during the transition period.
According to a further aspect, a method may include deter
mining a transition rank associated with a document based on

30

time without any change in a ranking factor associated with
the document during a transition from a first rank to a second
rank associated with the document; and making the transition
rank available during the transition.

35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

a rank transition function that varies the transition rank over

40
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The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in
and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate one or
more embodiments of the invention and, together with the
description, explain the invention. In the drawings,
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating possible effects of rank
modifying spamming:
FIG. 2 is an exemplary diagram of a network in which
systems and methods consistent with the principles of the
invention may be implemented;
FIG.3 is an exemplary diagram of the search engine system
of FIG. 2 according to an implementation consistent with the
principles of the invention;
FIG. 4 is an exemplary functional block diagram of a
portion of the search engine system of FIG. 2 according to an
implementation consistent with the principles of the inven
tion;

FIG. 5 is an exemplary time-response graph illustrating the
influence of changes in link-based information on the rank of

55

60

SUMMARY
65

According to one aspect, a method may include determin
ing a first rank associated with a document; determining a

According to yet another aspect, a computer-readable
medium may store computer-executable instructions, includ
ing instructions for detecting a change in a rank associated
with a document, where the change causes the rank to tran

a document;

FIG. 6 is an exemplary time-response graph illustrating the
influence of changes in link-based information on the rank of
a document according to an implementation consistent with
the principles of the invention;
FIG. 7 is an exemplary time-response graph illustrating the
influence of changes in link-based information on the rank of
a document according to another implementation consistent
with the principles of the invention;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating exemplary processing for
identifying signs of rank-modifying spam according to an
implementation consistent with the principles of the inven
tion; and

US 8,244,722 B1
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Exemplary Network Configuration

3
FIGS. 9 and 10 are exemplary diagrams of the processing
performed with regard to FIG. 8.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following detailed description of the invention refers
to the accompanying drawings. The same reference numbers
in different drawings may identify the same or similar ele
ments. Also, the following detailed description does not limit
the invention.

10

Overview

The purpose of rank-modifying spamming is to raise the
rank of a document so that the document appears highly

15

ranked in a set of search results even if that document is not

relevant, or not as relevant as some lower ranked documents,

to the search query. Various techniques exist, Such as keyword
stuffing, invisible text, tiny text, page redirects, META tags
stuffing, and link-based manipulation.
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating possible effects of rank
modifying spamming. A set of search results that has not been
Subjected to rank-modifying spamming is shown on the left
hand side of FIG.1. As shown, documents A, B, E, H. P. and

these devices.

Search engine system 220 may include an entity that
crawls, processes, searches, and/or maintains documents in a
manner consistent with the principles of the invention. For
example, search engine system 220 may crawl a corpus of
documents (e.g., web documents), index the documents, rank
25

W have been ranked by a search engine. Document A has
been ranked 1, document B has been ranked 2, document E
has been ranked 23, document H has been ranked 41, docu
ment P has been ranked 78, and document Whas been ranked
97.

30

Assume that documents E. H. P. and Whave been subjected
to various rank-modifying spamming techniques to increase
their ranks in the list of search results. As shown on the right
hand side of FIG. 1, assume that the rank-modifying spam
ming causes document P to raise its rank from 78 to 1, docu

35

ment E to raise its rank from 23 to 2, document W to raise its
rank from 97 to 3, and document H to raise its rank from 41 to

4. The rank-modifying spamming may also cause documents
that would not ordinarily be included in the list of search
results, such as documents unrelated to the search query, to be
included and possibly highly ranked in the list of search
results (not shown).
By artificially inflating the rankings of certain (low quality
or unrelated) documents, rank-modifying spamming
degrades the quality of the search results. Systems and meth
ods consistent with the principles of the invention may pro
vide a rank transition function (e.g., time-based) to identify
rank-modifying spammers. The rank transition function pro
vides confusing indications of the impact on rank in response
to rank-modifying spamming activities. The systems and
methods may also observe spammers reactions to rank
changes caused by the rank transition function to identify
documents that are actively being manipulated. This assists in
the identification of rank-modifying spammers.
As used herein, a “document' is to be broadly interpreted
to include any machine-readable and machine-storable work
product. A document may include, for example, an e-mail, a
web page or site, a business listing, a file, a combination of

ence to/from a document from/to another document or

another part of the same document.

the documents, store information associated with the docu

ments and/or their ranks in a repository of documents, and/or
search the repository based on user search queries. While
search engine system 220 is shown as a single entity, it may be
possible for search engine system 220 to be implemented as
two or more separate (and possibly distributed) entities.
Network 230 may include a local area network (LAN), a
wide area network (WAN), a telephone network, such as the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), an intranet, the
Internet, a memory device, or a combination of networks.
Document hosts 210 and search engine system 220 may con
nect to network 230 via wired, wireless, and/or optical con
nections.

Exemplary Search Engine System Architecture
40

45

50

55

files, one or more files with embedded links to other files, a

news group posting, a yellow pages entry, a scanned book, a
blog, a web advertisement, etc. Documents often include
textual information and may include embedded information
(such as meta information, hyperlinks, etc.) and/or embedded
instructions (such as JavaScript, etc.). A "link, as the term is
used herein, is to be broadly interpreted to include any refer

FIG. 2 is an exemplary diagram of a network 200 in which
systems and methods consistent with the principles of the
invention may be implemented. Network 200 may include
multiple document hosts 210 connected to a search engine
system 220 via a network 230. Four document hosts 210 and
a single search engine system 220 have been illustrated as
connected to network 230 for simplicity. In practice, there
may be more or fewer document hosts 210 and/or search
engine systems 220.
Document hosts 210 may include entities that store and/or
manage documents. An entity may be defined as a device,
Such as a personal computer, a wireless telephone, a personal
digital assistant (PDA), a lap top, or another type of compu
tation or communication device, a thread or process running
on one of these devices, and/oran object executable by one of

60
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FIG. 3 is an exemplary diagram of search engine system
220 according to an implementation consistent with the prin
ciples of the invention. Search engine system 220 may
include a bus 310, a processor 320, a main memory 330, a
read only memory (ROM)340, a storage device 350, an input
device 360, an output device 370, and a communication inter
face 380. Bus 310 may include a path that permits commu
nication among the elements of search engine system 220.
Processor 320 may include a processor, microprocessor, or
processing logic that may interpret and execute instructions.
Main memory 330 may include a random access memory
(RAM) or another type of dynamic storage device that may
store information and instructions for execution by processor
320. ROM 340 may include a ROM device or another type of
static storage device that may store static information and
instructions for use by processor 320. Storage device 350 may
include a magnetic and/or optical recording medium and its
corresponding drive.
Input device 360 may include a mechanism that permits an
operator to input information to search engine system 220,
Such as a keyboard, a mouse, a pen, Voice recognition and/or
biometric mechanisms, etc. Output device 370 may include a
mechanism that outputs information to the operator, includ
ing a display, a printer, a speaker, etc. Communication inter
face 380 may include any transceiver-like mechanism that
enables search engine system 220 to communicate with other
devices and/or systems. For example, communication inter

US 8,244,722 B1
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face 380 may include mechanisms for communicating with
another device or system via a network, such as network 230.
Search engine system 220, consistent with the principles of
the invention, may perform certain operations that will be
described in detail below. Search engine system 220 may
perform these operations in response to processor 320 execut
ing Software instructions contained in a computer-readable
medium, such as memory 330. A computer-readable medium
may be defined as a physical or logical memory device and/or
carrier wave.

The software instructions may be read into memory 330
from another computer-readable medium, Such as data Stor
age device 350, or from another device via communication
interface 380. The software instructions contained in memory
330 may cause processor 320 to perform processes that will
be described later. Alternatively, hardwired circuitry may be
used in place of or in combination with Software instructions
to implement processes consistent with the principles of the
invention. Thus, implementations consistent with the prin
ciples of the invention are not limited to any specific combi
nation of hardware circuitry and software.
Exemplary Functional Diagram of Search Engine
System

10

15

results.

25

FIG. 4 is an exemplary functional block diagram of a
portion of search engine system 220 according to an imple
mentation consistent with the principles of the invention.
Search engine system 220 may include a web crawler engine
410, an indexing engine 420, and a search engine 430 con
nected to a database 440. In one implementation, web crawler
engine 410, indexing engine 420, and/or search engine 430
may be implemented by software and/or hardware within
search engine system 220. In another implementation, web
crawler engine 410, indexing engine 420, and/or search
engine 430 may be implemented by software and/or hardware
within another device or a group of devices separate from or
including search engine system 220.
Generally, web crawler engine 410 may operate from a list
of addresses to fetch the corresponding documents from a
corpus of documents (e.g., the web). Web crawler engine 410
may extract the addresses (e.g., URLs) associated with the
outgoing links in a document and add the addresses to the list
of addresses to be crawled. Web crawler engine 410 may also
store information associated with the document, Such as all or

part of the document, in database 440.
Indexing engine 420 may operate upon documents crawled
by web crawler engine 410. For example, indexing engine
420 may create an index of the documents and store the index
in database 440. Indexing engine 420 may update the index as

to the document, or documents with links to the document

Database 440 may be embodied within a single memory
device or within multiple (possibly distributed) memory
devices. Database 440 may store the list of addresses used by
web crawler engine 410, information associated with docu
ments crawled by web crawler engine 410, and/or the index
generated by indexing engine 420.
Exemplary Rank Transition Function

30

35

40

An exemplary rank transition function consistent with the
principles of the invention may be derived from a conven
tional ranking algorithm. For example, the rank transition
function may insert time-based and/or random factor(s) into a
conventional ranking algorithm. In one implementation, the
conventional ranking algorithm may rank documents based
on link-based information (e.g., information regarding the
incoming and/or outgoing links associated with the docu
ments, such as the number of incoming and/or outgoing links,
weights assigned to the incoming and/or outgoing links,
information regarding the linking documents, etc.).
While the description to follow may describe the conven
tional ranking algorithm as being based on just link-based
information, the conventional ranking algorithm can be based
on factors other than or in addition to link-based information.

45

The phrase “ranking factor” or “ranking factors’ might be
used to refer to any type, or all types, of factors that might be
used in determining the rank of a document, such as link
based information, an information retrieval score based on a

50

new documents are crawled and added to database 440.

Search engine 430 may identify documents that are rel
evant to a user's search query. For example, search engine 430
may search the index in database 440 based on a search query.
Search engine 430 may rank (or score) documents identified
by the search, sort the documents based on their ranks (or
scores), and form search results based on the Sorted docu
ments. Based on the knowledge that search results are con
sciously being manipulated (e.g., frequently monitored and
controlled) via rank-modifying spamming, search engine 430
may, as described in more detail below, use a rank transition
function that is dynamic in nature. For example, the rank
transition function may be time-based, random, and/or pro
duce unexpected results.
The rank of a document may change over time due, for
example, to changes in the document itself, the links pointing

6
(sometimes referred to as “linking documents'). These
changes may be the result of legitimate modifications or
rank-modifying spamming. The rank of the document before
the changes may be referred to as the “old rank” and the rank
of the document after the changes may be referred to as the
“target rank. The rank transition function may generate a
“transition rank' that is interposed between the old rank and
the target rank. The transition rank may cause a time-based
delay response, a negative response, a random response, and/
oran unexpected response to occur during the transition from
the old rank to the target rank.
Search engine 430 may also correlate the dynamics of a
document's rank with the response of the rank transition
function to determine whether the document's rank is being
manipulated by rank-modifying spamming. For example,
strong correlations between a documents rank and a rank
associated with the response of the rank transition function
over time may indicate deliberate manipulation of the search

match of a search query term to the content of a document, an
indicator of document freshness, information regarding the
manner in which a document's content changes over time,
information relating to user behavior associated with the
document, etc.

55
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The conventional ranking algorithm may generate a rank
R. The conventional ranking algorithm gives one possible
Solution (i.e., rank R) given a set of input parameters. Such as
a group of documents and link information. In other words,
the rank R will not change if the input parameters do not
change. If the input parameters change, such as a change in
the number of links, then rank R will change in a discrete step
at the time of computation of the new rank R.
FIG. 5 is an exemplary time-response graph illustrating the
influence of changes in link-based information on the rank of
a document. As shown in FIG. 5, the rank of a document

65

changes almost immediately in response to a change in its
link-based information. Other than a time delay before the
new rank Ris computed and published (i.e., made available to

US 8,244,722 B1
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the public), the net effect of the manipulation is known to the rank of a document may initially decrease in response to a
positive change in its link-based information. After a period
spammer as soon as the new rank R is made available.
An exemplary rank transition function consistent with the of time, the document's rank might rise to its new steady state
principles of the invention may introduce time-based dynam (target) value. Like FIG. 6, the time line shown in FIG.7 may
ics into a conventional ranking algorithm. As a result, changes 5 be represented in days in one implementation consistent with
in the input parameters do not result in an immediate change the principles of the invention. In other words, the documents
rank may decrease for a period of approximately 20 days
in the new rank. Instead, the rank associated with a document
may vary over time in response to a change in the input before settling in on its new steady state (target) value (e.g.,
1.0 in FIG.7) in approximately 70 days after a positive change
parameters.
In one implementation, the rank transition function may 10 in its link-based information.
While two exemplary rank transition functions have been
have second order dynamics represented by:
described above, implementations consistent with the prin
ciples of the invention are not limited to these transition
functions. In other implementations, transition functions
2
15 based on time delays, pre-computed piecewise time-series, or
a process that examines time after a change and indicates no
effect, positive effect, or negative effect may alternatively or
additionally be used.
where P is the transition rank of a document, R is the static
rank periodically computed for the document, and k1 and k2
Exemplary Processing
are parameters that determine the speed and damping of the
response. With second order dynamics, it is like the rank of a
When a spammer tries to positively influence a documents
document is determined by moving a mass attached to a
spring and damper. The mass will accelerate at a rate propor rank through rank-modifying spamming, the spammer may
tional to how much the spring was displaced, and it will pick be perplexed by the rank assigned by a rank transition func
up speed, be damped, and then end up at Some point deter 25 tion consistent with the principles of the invention, Such as the
mined by the net change in the initial spring displacement. ones described above. For example, the initial response to the
This rank transition function may also be referred to as a spammer's changes may cause the document's rank to be
negatively influenced rather than positively influenced.
"damped response transition function.”
FIG. 6 is an exemplary time-response graph illustrating the Unexpected results are bound to elicit a response from a
influence of changes in link-based information on the rank of 30 spammer, particularly if their client is upset with the results.
a document according to an implementation consistent with In response to negative results, the spammer may remove the
the principles of the invention. As shown in FIG. 6, the rank of changes and, thereby render the long-term impact on the
a document slowly responds to a positive change in its link document's rank Zero. Alternatively or additionally, it may
based information. After a period of time, the documents take an unknown (possibly variable) amount of time to see
rank might settle in on its new steady state (target) value. The 35 positive (or expected) results in response to the spammer's
time line shown in FIG.6 may be represented in days in one changes. In response to delayed results, the spammer may
implementation consistent with the principles of the inven perform additional changes in an attempt to positively (or
tion. In other words, it might take approximately 70 days for more positively) influence the document's rank. In either
a change in a document's link-based information to change event, these further spammer-initiated changes may assist in
the rank of the document to its steady State (target) value (e.g., 40 identifying signs of rank-modifying spamming.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating exemplary processing for
1.0 in FIG. 6).
In another implementation, the rank transition function identifying signs of rank-modifying spam according to an
may initially respond counter to the intended change. For implementation consistent with the principles of the inven
tion. FIGS. 9 and 10 are exemplary diagrams of the process
example, consider the set of equations:
45 ing performed with regard to FIG. 8.
Processing may begin with a determination of the old rank
of the document (block 810). The old rank of a document may
be the last-determined rank of the document. The old rank
50

P = y - k3:

an old rank of 0.6.

d

The target rank of the document may also be determined
(block 820). When no changes have occurred in association
55

ments associated with the document as a result of one or more
60

function can provide a non-minimum phase response and
may be referred to as an “initially-inverse response transition
function.”

FIG. 7 is an exemplary time-response graph illustrating the
influence of changes in link-based information on the rank of
a document according to this other implementation consistent
with the principles of the invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the

with the document between the determination of the old rank

and the target rank, then the target rank equals the old rank.
Assume, however, that there have been changes to the docu
ment, links pointing to the document, or the linking docu

where y is an intermediate variable and k1-k3 are parameters
that determine the speed and damping of the response. This
rank transition function may cause the rank of a document to
initially decrease before increasing in response to a change in
the document's link-based information. This rank transition

may be stored and associated with the document. In this case,
the old rank may be determined by reading the value from a
memory. As shown in FIG. 9, assume that the document has

65

rank-modifying spamming techniques, as shown in FIG. 9.
Assume that the one or more rank-modifying spamming tech
niques cause a 10% boost in the rank of the document. In this
case, the target rank may be 0.66, as shown in FIG. 9.
A rank transition function may be selected for this docu
ment (block 830). For example, the damped response transi
tion function (e.g., FIG. 6) or the initially-inverse response
transition function (e.g., FIG. 7) may be selected. In one

US 8,244,722 B1
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changes during the initial negative rank response. In either
case, successive attempts to manipulate a document's rank
will be highlighted in correlation over time. Thus, correlation

implementation, a rank transition function may be selected on
a per-document basis. In another implementation, a rank tran
sition function may be selected for the domain/site with
which the document is associated, the server on which the
document is hosted, or a set of documents that share a similar

over time can be used as an automated indicator of rank
5

trait (e.g., the same author (e.g., a signature in the document),
design elements (e.g., layout, images, etc.), etc.). In any of
these situations, the documents associated with the domain/

site/set or hosted by the same server may be subjected to the
same rank transition function. In yet another implementation,
a rank transition function may be selected randomly. In a
further implementation, if a document is identified as "suspi
cious” (described below), a different rank transition function
may be selected for that document.
The rank of the document may then be determined based on
the selected rank transition function (block 840). As shown in
FIG. 10, the rank of the document may change during the
transition period from the old rank to the target rank. For
example, if the damped response transition function is
selected, the document's rank may slowly increase over a
period of time, Such as several days, before settling in on the
target rank. If the initially-inverse response transition func
tion is selected, the documents rank may initially be caused
to decrease (negative influence) before seeing the 10%
increase. In this case, the negative influence may last several
days as may the increase to 0.66.
The rank of the document may be published (i.e., made
available to the public) (block 850). The determination of the
rank of the document during the transition period (block 840)
and the publication of the document rank (block 850) may
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much more than the Small amount of the increase.

As explained above, the delayed and/or negative response
to the rank-modifying spamming may cause the spammer to
take other measures to correct it. For example, for a delayed
response, the spammer may subject the document to addi
tional rank-modifying spamming (e.g., adding additional
keywords, tiny text, invisible text, links, etc.). For a negative
response, the spammer may revert the document and/or links
to that document (or other changes) to their prior form in an
attempt to undo the negative response caused by the rank
modifying spamming.
The spammer's behavior may be observed to detect signs
that the document is being Subjected to rank-modifying
spamming (block 860). For example, if the rank changed
opposite to the initial 10% change, then this may correspond
to a reaction to the initially-inverse response transition func
tion. Also, if the rank continues to change unexpectedly (aside
from the change during the transition period due to the rank
transition function). Such as due to a spammer trying to com
pensate for the undesirable changes in the document's rank,
then this would be a sign that the document is being Subjected
to rank-modifying spamming.
Correlation can be used as a powerful statistical prediction
tool. In the event of a delayed (positive) rank response, the
changes made during the delay period that impact particular
documents can be identified. In the event of a negative initial
rank response, correlation can be used to identify reversion

CONCLUSION
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occur for a number of iterations. As such, the rank of the

document may change in a manner that is unexpected by a
spammer. For example, in the transition of the rank from the
old rank to the target rank, the rank may decrease (negative
response) in response to a spamming technique intended to
increase the rank of the document. Alternatively, or addition
ally, in the transition period of the rank from the old rank to
the target rank, the rank may increase only a small amount for
a period of time (delayed response) in response to a spam
ming technique intended to increase the rank of the document

modifying spam.
When signs of rank-modifying spamming exist, but per
haps not enough for a positive identification of rank-modify
ing spamming, then the 'suspicious' document may be Sub
jected to more extreme rank variations in response to changes
in its link-based information. Alternatively, or additionally,
noise may be injected into the documents rank determina
tion. This noise might cause random, variable, and/or unde
sirable changes in the document's rankin an attempt to get the
spammer to take corrective action. This corrective action may
assistin identifying the document as being Subjected to rank
modifying spamming.
If the document is determined to be subjected to rank
modifying spamming, then the document, site, domain, and/
or contributing links may be designated as spam. This spam
can either be investigated, ignored, or used as contra-indica
tions of quality (e.g., to degrade the rank of the spam or make
the rank of the spam negative).

45

Implementations consistent with the principles of the
invention may rank documents based on a rank transition
function. The ranking based on the rank transition function
may be used to identify documents that are subjected to
rank-modifying spamming. The rank transition may provide
confusing indications of the impact on rank in response to
rank-modifying spamming activities. Implementations con
sistent with the principles of the invention may also observe
spammers reactions to rank changes to identify documents
that are actively being manipulated.
The foregoing description of aspects consistent with the
principles of the invention provides illustration and descrip
tion, but is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the

invention to the precise form disclosed. Modifications and
variations are possible in light of the above teachings or may
be acquired from practice of the invention.
For example, while a series of acts has been described with
regard to FIG. 8, the order of the acts may be modified in other
implementations consistent with the principles of the inven
tion. Further, non-dependent acts may be performed in par
allel.
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It will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that
aspects of the invention, as described above, may be imple
mented in many different forms of software, firmware, and
hardware in the implementations illustrated in the figures.
The actual software code or specialized control hardware
used to implement aspects consistent with the principles of
the invention is not limiting of the invention. Thus, the opera
tion and behavior of the aspects were described without ref
erence to the specific software code it being understood that
one of ordinary skill in the art would be able to design soft
ware and control hardware to implement the aspects based on
the description herein.
No element, act, or instruction used in the present applica
tion should be construed as critical or essential to the inven

tion unless explicitly described as such. Also, as used herein,
the article 'a' is intended to include one or more items. Where
65

only one item is intended, the term 'one' or similar language
is used. Further, the phrase “based on is intended to mean
“based, at least in part, on unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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rank, before moving in an opposite direction with regard
to the first rank and second rank during the transition
period.
7. The method of claim 6, where calculating the plurality of

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
computing, by a processor, a first rank corresponding to a
rank for a document at a first time;

detecting, by the processor, a change in one or more rank
ing factors associated with the document during a tran
sition period between the first time and a Subsequent

5

second time;

computing, by the processor and based on the detected
change in the one or more ranking factors associated
with the document, a second rank corresponding to the

10

rank for the document at the second time;

Selecting, by the processor, a rank transition function, from
a plurality of rank transition functions, that corresponds
to how the rank, for the document, changes from the first
rank to the second rank over the transition period;
calculating, by the processor and based on the selected rank
transition function, a plurality of transition ranks that
correspond, respectively, to the rank for the document
during a plurality of different times in the transition
period;
estimating, by the processor and based on the plurality of
transition ranks and the detected change in the one or
more ranking factors, changes to the one or more rank
ing factors during the plurality of different times in the
transition period;
identifying, by the processor and based on the estimated
changes in the one or more ranking factors, an indication
of rank-manipulation during the transition period; and
reducing, by the processor, the rank of the document at a
third time that is subsequent to the first time and the
second time, based on the indication of rank-manipula
tion.

2. The method of claim 1, where reducing the rank of the
document comprises: reducing based on the indication of
rank-manipulation, a ranking value for at least one of a site

15

first rank associated with a document;

computing, by the processor, a second rank associated with
25

30

transition rank over time;
35

40

detecting, by the processor and based on comparing the
changing transition rank to the changes in the one or
more ranking factors associated with the document, an
indication of rank-manipulation of the document during
the transition; and

45
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the document.
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function includes:

adjusting, by the processor, a ranking of document based
on detecting the indication of the rank-manipulation.
10. The method of claim 9, where the transition period lasts
a plurality of days.
11. The method of claim 9, where computing the second
rank occurs in response to detecting the changes in the one or
more ranking factors associated with the document.
12. The method of claim 9, further comprising:
selecting the rank transition function from a plurality of
rank transition functions, where changing the transition
rank is based on the selected rank transition function.

13. The method of claim 12, where selecting a rank tran
sition function includes:

randomly selecting one of the plurality of rank transition

identifying one of the plurality of the rank transition func
tions to use to determine a ranking for at least one of

functions.

5. The method of claim 1, where calculating the plurality of
60

documents associated with a domain associated with the

document,

causing the rank for the document to transition, at a par
ticular rate, from the first rank to the second rank during
the transition period.
6. The method of claim 1, where calculating the plurality of
causing the rank, for the document, to initially move in a
direction, with regard to the first rank and the second

ated with the document;

comparing, by the processor, the changing transition rank
to the changes in the one or more ranking factors asso
ciated with the document;

where the other document includes at least one of:
a first document associated with a domain corre

transition ranks includes:

second rank, a transition rank associated with the docu
ment based on a rank transition function that varies the

observing, by the processor and during the transition
period, changes to one or more ranking factors associ

the document, or
another document that shares a trait of the document,

transition ranks includes:

the document, where the second rank is different from
the first rank;

changing, by the processor and during a transition period
that occurs during a transition from the first rank to the

3. The method of claim 1, where selecting the rank transi

4. The method of claim 1, where selecting a rank transition

publishing, during the transition period, one or more of the
plurality of transition ranks;
detecting one or more additional transition ranks for the
document during the during the transition period;
determining a relationship between the published one or
identifying the indication of rank-manipulation further
based on the determined relationship.
9. A method comprising:
storing, by a processor associated with a search engine, a

tion function includes:

sponding to the document,
a second document associated with a site correspond
ing to the document, or
a third document hosted by a server associated with

includes:

more transition ranks and the detected one or more addi

document associated with the document.

identifying one of the plurality of rank transition functions
to use to determine a ranking score for at least one of

causing the rank, for the document, to decrease and to
increase during the transition period.
8. The method of claim 1, where identifying the indication
of rank-manipulation during the transition period further

tional transition ranks;

associated with the document, a domain associated with the

document, a link associated with the document, or a linking

transition ranks includes:

documents associated with a site associated with the

document,

documents hosted by a same server associated with the
65

document, or

documents sharing a similar trait associated with the
document.
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detect one or more additional changes to one or more
ranking factors associated with the document, the one or
more additional changes occurring after injection of the

13
14. The method of claim 12, where selecting a rank tran
sition function includes:

randomly selecting one of the plurality of rank transition
functions.

noise; and

15. The method of claim 9, where the rank transition func

update the signal of rank-modifying spam based on the
detected one or more additional changes.
22. The device of claim 21, where the processor is further

tion causes the transition rank to transition, at aparticular rate,
from the first rank to the second rank during the transition
period.
16. The method of claim 9, where the rank transition func

tion causes the transition rank to initially move in a first
direction with regard to the first rank before moving in a
second direction with regard to the first rank during the tran
sition period, where the first direction is different from the
second direction.

17. The method of claim 9, where the rank transition func

tO:
10

15

further to:

rank; and

25

more devices, cause the one or more devices to detect a
30

function defines how an estimated rank, for the docu
35

first rank to the second rank;
40

or more devices, cause the one or more devices to cal

culate, based on the rank transition function, a sequence
of estimated ranks, associated with the document, dur

document;

ing the transition period, and
one or more instructions which, when executed by the one

Select a rank transition function that represents a transi
tion, over a period of time, from the first rank to the
45

or more devices, cause the one or more devices to com

pare the detected change in the ranking factor to the
sequence of estimated ranks, associated with the docu
ment, during the transition period;
one or more instructions which, when executed by the one
50

55

or more devices, cause the one or more devices to des

ignate the document as being Subjected to rank-modify
ing spam based on a comparison of the detected change
and the sequence of estimated ranks; and
one or more instructions which, when executed by the one
or more devices, cause the one or more devices to reduce

the rank for the document in response to designating the
document as being Subjected to the rank-modifying
Spam.
60

fies the threshold, a rank score associated with the

25. The non transitory computer-readable memory device
of claim 24, where at least one of the estimated ranks, in the

sequence of estimated ranks, is less than the first rank and less

document.

than the second rank.

21. The device of claim 20, where the processor is further

26. The non transitory computer-readable memory device

tO:

inject, when the signal of rank-modifying spam does not
satisfy the threshold, noise into the rank transition func
tion during the period of time;

ment, changes from the first rank to the second rank over
a transition period associated with the transition from
one or more instructions which, when executed by the one

dynamically compute a second rank associated with the

second rank;

transition from a first rank to a second rank;

one or more instructions which, when executed by the one
or more devices, cause the one or more devices to iden
tify a rank transition function, where the rank transition

a processor to:

compute, based on the rank transition function, a
sequence including a plurality of transition ranks over
the period of the time;
detect, during the period of time, changes to one or more
ranking factors associated with the document;
compare the sequence to the detected changes to the one
or more ranking factors;
identify a signal of rank-modifying spam based on com
paring the sequence to the detected changes to the one
or more ranking factors;
determine whether the signal of rank-modifying spam
satisfies a threshold associated with a positive identi
fication of the rank-modifying spamming; and
reduce, when the signal of rank-modifying spam satis

assign a negative ranking score to the document.
24. A non-transitory computer-readable memory device
comprising:
one or more instructions which, when executed by one or
change in a ranking factor associated with a document,
where the change causes a rank, for the document, to

and

retrieve the first rank;

and

update the signal of rank-modifying spam based on the
detected additional change.
23. The device of claim 20, where the processor, when
reducing the ranking score associated with the document, is

tion causes the transition rank to initially decrease and to
increase, after the decrease, during the transition period.
18. The method of claim 9, further comprising:
publishing a plurality of changes in the transition rank
during the transition period;
detecting a plurality of additional changes in the transition
determining a relationship between the published plurality
of changes and the detected plurality of additional
changes.
19. The method of claim 9, where detecting the indication
of rank-manipulation further includes:
injecting noise into the rank transition function during the
transition period;
detecting additional changes to the one or more ranking
factors after injecting of the noise; and
detecting the indication of rank-manipulation based on the
detected additional changes.
20. A device, comprising:
a memory to store a first rank associated with a document;

adjust, when the signal of rank-modifying spam does not
satisfy the threshold, the rank of the document;
detect an additional change to one or more ranking factors,
associated with the document, the additional changes
occurring after adjustment of the rank of the document
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of claim 24, where at least one of the estimated ranks, in the

sequence of estimated ranks, is greater than the first rank and
greater than the second rank.
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27. The non transitory computer-readable memory device
of claim 24, where the rank transition function causes each of

the estimated ranks, in the sequence, to change by less than a
particular amount, from a previous one of the estimated ranks,
in the sequence.
28. The non transitory computer-readable memory device
of claim 24, where the rank transition function causes the

sequence of estimated ranks to include:
a first estimated rank that is below the first rank, and

a second estimated rank, Subsequent in the series after the

10

16
29. The non transitory computer-readable memory device
of claim 24, further comprising:
one or more instructions to inject noise into the identified
rank transition function during the transition period;
one or more instructions to detect additional changes to the
ranking factor, the one or more additional changes
occurring after injection of the noise; and
one or more instructions to designate the document as
being Subjected to rank-modifying spam based spam
further based on the detected additional changes.

first estimated rank, that is between the first rank and the
second rank.
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